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About Me
Born (in 1968) and raised as a German in South Africa, I grew up on
the flat plains of the Highveld of the then western Transvaal. The
closest town was 25km away and the closest German school almost
40km from home. I spent my first school years in boarding school
and this did not change for high school when the distance was close
to 300km. After school I studied photography and was lucky to find a
job at the State Theatre in Pretoria, South Africa.

I have always had an interest in the
performing arts and have been working in the
world of theatre for over 20 years, starting off
as an assistant to the photographer, good old
Bob, and working my way up to Chief
Photographer and Graphic Designer. In those
years I not only spent time with local artists
and performers from all over the world, but
also spent a lot of time backstage to widen
my horizon and experience. When the
theatre was closed in 2000, I started
freelancing as photographer, designer and
web-master. I also worked as stage manager
for locally based American artist Joseph
Clark. I have worked for him on numerous
corporate and other stages in South Africa
and abroad - from Cape Town to Hamburg.

Fate took me to a half-day job at the St.Peters congregation in
central Pretoria as office/venue manager in 2007. My duties
included - amongst others - all the accounting and other money
matters, office administration, computer and network maintenance.
Toward the end of 2010 I felt that there was still something missing
in my life and I decided ‘now or never’ and enrolled at a somatology
academy to become a Massage and Holistic Therapist.

2013-14 saw me working as therapist in a day spa where I was
soon promoted to manager. These where challenging and
educational years but I am glad to say that close to all my clients left
very relaxed, refreshed and pain-free when I was done with them.

As for the more personal stuff, well, let’s just say that I am still
single, love animals and nature, enjoy doing glass-art, loved my
long hair when I still had some, still love the theatre, dislike
facebook and can be a real couch potato when the DVD is good
and the beer is cold.

Well, that’s me in a nutshell. 2015 saw me taking a sabbatical time
out from everything. That’s where my trip comes in. For many years
this idea of doing a pilgrimage type walk was brooding in the back of
my mind. The original idea was to walk from Munich in the south of
Germany all the way to Berlin. As my idea became a plan, I
extended the route to Hamburg in the north and then another
300km south again to Osnabrück.

Let’s wait and see what the future holds�
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Osnabrück

Hamburg

Berlin

München

Day 18: Forest at Elsterberg (23.8km / 452.3km)
Day 19: Langenbernsdorf (30km / 472.3km)
Day 20: Windischleuba (43.6km / 515.9km)
Day 21: Markkleeberg (39.3km / 555.2km)
Day 22: Picnic spot Ziegeleiteich/Wölkau (31km / 586.2km)
Day 23: Lutherstein (28.5km / 614.7km)
Day 24: Wittenberg (31.9km / 646.6km)
Day 25: Treuenbrietzen (32.9km / 679.5km)
Day 26: Potzdam (46km / 725.5km)
Day 27: Berlin (36.5km / 762km)
Day 28: Forest at Tegel (24.9km / 786.9km)
Day 29: Picnic hut at Bötzow (17.9km / 804.8km)
Day 30: Bush in Fehrbellin (34.6km / 839.4km)
Day 31: Neustadt (Dosse) (33.2km / 872.6km)
Day 32: Forest at Havelberg (22.2km / 894.8km)
Day 33: Bus stop hut at Oberkamps (37km / 931.8km)
Day 34: Schnackenburg (30.8km / 962.6km)
Day 35: Horse stable at Laase (27.6km / 990.2km)
Day 36: Shooting Range at Metzingen (29.2km / 1019.4km)
Day 37: Bothy at Bleckede (35.7km / 1055.1km)
Day 38: Bothy at Schnakenbek (28.4km / 1083.5km)
Day 39: Reinbek (32km / 1115.5km)
Day 40: Hamburg (36km / 1151.5km)
Day 41: Buxtehude (29.7km / 1181.2km)
Day 42: Picnic hut in Töhren-forest/Sittensen (29.3km / 1210.5km)
Day 43: Scheeßel (21.5km / 1232km)
Day 44: Hellwege (29.5km / 1261.5km)
Day 45: Forest at Thedinghausen (29.4km / 1290.9km)
Day 46: Heiligenfelde (14.6km / 1305.5km)
Day 47: Forest at Stophel (30km / 1335.5km)
Day 48: Diepholz (26.4km / 1361.9km)
Day 49: Ostercappeln (45.8km / 1407.7km)
Day 50: Osnabrück (27.3km / 1435km)

I started at the Hofbräuhaus/München and reached:
Day 1: Dietersheim (23.1km)
Day 2: Zolling (28.7km / 51.8km)
Day 3: Forest at Ebrantshausen (28.8km / 80.6km)
Day 4: Neustadt (Donau) (24.3km / 104.9km)
Day 5: Cave at Kelheim (25.2km / 130.1km)
Day 6: Regensburg (34.5km / 164.6km)
Day 7: Forest at Glashütte (29.7km / 194.3km)
Day 8: Forest at Traunricht (28.7km / 223km)

Day 9: Pfreimd (23.9km / 246.9km)
Day 10: Forest at Rothenstadt (22.8km / 269.7)
Day 11: Windischeschenbach (31.7km / 301.4km)
Day 12: Bridge at Krummennaab (8km / 309.4km)
Day 13: Cave at Zipfeltannenfelsen/Pfaben (16.9km / 326.3km)
Day 14: Outlook tower on the Kösseine peak (21.4km / 347.7km)
Day 15: Marktleuthen (24.8km / 372.5km)
Day 16: Hut at Dreiländereck/Mittelhammer (36km / 408.5km)
Day 17: Forest at Obelosa (20km / 428.5km)
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My blog begins
22/02/2015

Everybody starts a blog for a reason. Be it because they think that everybody
should be interested in what they do, be it because they want to share information,
be it to practise journalistic skills, be it for advertising purposes or be it to be ‘in’
(everybody has a blog, if I don’t have one I will be socially so out, nobody will love
me, my CV will look bad and I will lose my job - I might as well kill myself!) As you
might gather, I am a bit at two minds about social media and networking. I for one
am not on facebook all day and my world does not stop turning if I don’t have
internet or access to my emails because of load shedding. Well, so why did I start
a blog? Probably for all the reasons I mentioned above. Yes, to a degree I fell into
the same trap.

I have never been good at keeping a journal. I tried it a couple of times but not with
much success. So why is this attempt going to be different? Maybe it won’t but if I
don’t try I will never know. So bear with me and hopefully I will surprise us all.

Back to my reasons to start this blog. When I began sharing my plan to do a long
hiking trail my expectations were that everybody would say that I am crazy, that I
would never make it, that I won’t last a week etc. The response was very different.
Some of my friends became more exited than even I thought I was myself. So it is
for them that I will try my best to stick to writing a regular blog-entry about my
adventure! And maybe my writing skills will improve, and maybe I will get some
advertising out of it (call me if you need a good massage ;-) hint, hint - nudge, nudge)
and maybe it could look good on my CV one day! Yes, in a sense for the same
reasons as everybody else. Be that as it may, I am glad that you are in front of
your screen [this book] and willing to read this. And I of course hope that you will
read on as well!

My blog will be about my walk starting from Munich in the south of Germany all the
way to Berlin, then further on to Hamburg in the north and then another 300km
south again to Osnabrück - the city my father comes from. I want to share the trials
and tribulations, my impressions, my thoughts. My flight is booked for the
23rd of March 2015. That is less than 5 weeks from today. Until then I want to write
a bit more about myself and my thoughts and motivation for going. If I start waffling
on, bare with me, it should get more interesting as I go along. Well at least I hope it
will, even more than you do! Believe me!
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Billions of Blue Blistering Barnacles!
01/03/2015

Do you remember Captain Haddock from the Tintin comic books?
He often uses this expression: „Billions of Blue Blistering
Barnacles!“, well, may I say „Billions of Blue Barnecling Blisters!“

Luckily I have not had many, but when they do come and spoil my
training routine, they sure are a nuisance!!

Let me share a part of an email I sent to a friend some time ago
when my idea for the trip started taking shape: 
� I drove to Saldanha for a short holiday.[this was in September
2014] The one day I decided to do a first ‘test walk’. I walked from
Saldanha to Langebaan, had lunch and walked back (about
30km). What an experience. [It took me about 7 hours] My first
realisation was that that particular pair of shoes is definitely not
going with to Germany!! I started getting blisters after about an
hour already! .�

Let me just elaborate; after the first hour - about 5km - my feet
started to hurt. After the second hour I stopped at a shop to buy
another pair of socks plus inlays. These gave me limited relieve
but shortly after I was walking like a cripple - and I had not even
reached the beach bar for my lunch yet!! When I got there the first
glass of beer was HEAVEN! The pain of the blisters under my feet
and on my heels got worse and worse on the return walk.
Somehow I made it back to the cottage, then dragged
myself to the beach and just sat in the cold water of the
lagoon for some relief. My legs where stiff and sore for
almost a week!

Although I don’t want that day over again, I still see it in a
good light and am glad I pushed myself through it. It
opened my eyes for what lies ahead and how important it
would be to get good equipment, work out a training
routine and do as much preparation as I could. Needless
to say, I don’t use those shoes any more. I spoke to a
good friend who runs marathons who told me where and
what running/hiking shoes to buy and I even went to a
Podiatrist for some advice and individualised inlays. At
the moment I do up to 15km in less than 3hours without
stopping and without getting stiff. In Germany I will need to do
between 20-30km’s per day.

Back to the blisters; for some reason I got one again a couple of
days ago! It might be because I tried new socks or tied my shoe
laces too tight. From now on I will definitely follow the tip from my
Podiatrist to wear a pair of ladies stockings inside my socks. This
prevents the friction that causes those „Barnecling Blisters!“
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Caffeine for the legs
06/03/2015

Isn’t it amazing how music can give you new physical energy? I have noticed this numerous times now
with my training for my trip. I knew it before of course, but it was noticeably confirmed so to speak. I got a
bit bored listening to a life coach thing I found on youtube while doing a short 6km walk today and
changed to some electro swing music. The beat immediately made me walk a bit faster and full of energy,
I was almost hopping or dancing my way home, 13kg rucksack, heel blister and all!

There are two songs that have almost become mottos for my trip. The one is an old Louis Armstrong song
which starts like this:

I’m walking on air
For I left all my blue days behind
I’ve learned how to care
And there’s love, really love on my mind

The other one is by 5 In Love incorporating not only my hiking trip but my life journey as well. These are
the wisest words I have heard in a long time :-)
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Swing What You Got by 5 In Love

I met a wise man on a mountaintop
And then I asked him „What’s the secret pop?“
The people down below we all want to know,
How to play the game of life before we got to go“

He looked at me and said „I’ve pondered long
Listening to mother nature’s song
And let me tell you son, life ain’t just for fun
But if you want to have a ball here’s how you get it done:

You got to swing what you got to save your soul!
Swing what you got b’for it gets old
When troubles gather round
Don’t stop then to frown
Just put on your dancing shoes and dance them out of town
The world is full of music don’t you know?
Not just what is on your radio
So here’s my answer boy
For everlasting joy
Just swing what you got to save your soul!

You got to swing what you got to save your soul!
Swing what you got b’for it gets old
When troubles gather round
Don’t stop then to frown
Just put on your dancing shoes and dance them out of town
The world is full of music don’t you know?
Not just what is on your radio
So every gal and gate
Come on lets celebrate
And swing what you got to save your soul!

I challenge you to try and keep your feet still while listening
to the extended remix by Cab Canavaral
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifpBx2wFzR8
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The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
11/03/2015

The other day I was on my way home from a morning walk when I
decided that I was going to take a break from all preparations and
have a couch-potato day. With four rented DVDs, two big packets
of chips, some Smarties and a 1.5 litre cool drink I snuggled under
a duvet on the couch and watched one movie after the other. Three
of the movies where boring to okay but the fourth one, The Best
Exotic Marigold Hotel, was a gem. A group of elderly English people
fly to India to live in a luxury retirement hotel, but when they get
there, it is everything but luxurious. The film is about the young
entrepreneur who runs the hotel and these guests and how
everyone deals and copes with the situation and their new life. I
want to share some quotes from the movie with you. Some are
inspiring, some are thought provoking and some are just plain
funny but yet so deep:

„I don’t think you are going to cope!“ - „Well, let’s find out, shall we.“

„Trust me! I have still got it. - Just don’t find anyone that wants it!“

„I am single by choice - just not my choice.“

„[Life changes are] like a wave. Resist, and you will be
knocked over, dive into it and you will come out the other
side.“

„I did join a gym last year. It cost me a fortune but I did
not get any fitter. Apparently you actually have to go.“

„When I want your opinion, I will give it to you!!“

„Love of my life! No more will I believe that I am not worthy; for only
by loving you as you deserve will I become so!“

„Nothing happens unless first we dream!“

„Nothing here has worked out how I expected.“ - „Most things don’t,
but you know, sometimes what happens instead is the good stuff.“

„The only real failure is the failure to try - and the measure of
success is how we cope with disappointment.“

„The person who risks nothing - does nothing. Has nothing. All that
we know about the future is that it will be different. But perhaps
what we fear is that it will be the same - so we must celebrate the
changes. [�] Because everything will be all right in the end, and if it
is not all right, then trust me, it is not yet the end!“

All of them but maybe especially this last one touched me deeply. I
was going through some pre-event blues. My piggy bank was
getting anorexic, I had a minor injury and my training was not going
as planned, I couldn’t find accommodation for some of my courses,
what will I do, once I come back to SA? I was getting scared of my
own adventure! And then fate sent me this movie and pulled me up
again. This trip will change me - I don’t know how yet, but that’s
okay, I will risk it, I will face the future� 
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inHAAAAAaaaaaln, xHAAAAAaaaaaln, 

fingeeers rlauuuuuxed
16/03/2015

Don’t worry, it also took me some time before I figured out what these
words meant. Another two that took me weeks to understand were
cashewfeatranglechin and pelfeces.

To get my body a little bit more in shape and not just my legs from all the
walking, I joined a Yoga class. Our instructor is a real character. With his
Indian accent he makes us ‘stand tall like a mountain’, ‘grow like a tree’,
‘rock like a boat’ and stretch into ‘an inverted V’ while being aware of all
body ‘moooomans’ (movements). And in between we do deep
‘abdooooominal inHAAAAAAAaaaaaaaln and xHAAAAAaaaaaln’ (inhaling
and exhaling). At the end we lie in ‘corpse pose’ and our
‘toesfeetlegstieships’ up to the ‘neckfacebrain’ is ‘rlauuuuuxed’ (relaxed).
While giving us the instructions his voice goes melodically up and down at
least an octave - sometimes even in a single word! You just wait for the
beat to kick in!

The funniest thing is that we all take it so seriously! Or is it because we
concentrate so hard that our faces forget to smile?

We are usually 8-12 people. I go to the morning class so it is mostly house
wife’s, a few students, sometimes a lady or two on her way to work, and
me. One or two are very good and it always amazes me how they bend
and twist their bodies into the different poses. But most of us are a bit on
the chubby side and to an outsider it must look ridiculous how we try to
reach our toes and how we stick our bums into the air! But who cares, we
are trying our best and that is all that counts. Nothing else matters.

Never be afraid to start something new! The only real failure is the failure to
try. It does not matter if you don’t understand everything from the start or
how ridiculous it looks as long as you have the guts to get your bum of the
couch and do it! And if other people think you are crazy, let it remain their
problem! Don’t make it yours. Let them deal with their judgemental views in
their own mind - you will need all your own energy and mind to pursue your
own new goal. One day we will also be able to bend and twist! And even
our bums will be beautiful up there, up in the air!

Oh yes, cashewfeatranglechin means catch your feet or ankles or shins
and pelfeces means pelvis and hips
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Lotto Tickets
21/03/2015

„Please let me win the Lotto!“ Every Saturday the same prayer. „Oh Lord, please let me
win the Lotto! Please, please, please let me win the Lotto!“ Week after week, month after
month, year after year. Before every Lotto draw this old guy would fall on his knees and
pray as hard as he could for a Lotto win. One day, after about twenty years of this, the
Lord just had enough, and when the man fell on his knees again to pray, the Lord
interrupted him and said: „My son, just once, will you pleeease go and BUY a Lotto ticket!!“

This may be a funny little joke but there is so much wisdom hidden between the lines. The
moral of the story is, it is never to late to win the „Lotto“, but you have to go out and buy
the ticket! How often don’t we plead for something, for change or a miracle in our lives. We
expect others, God, the universe or fate to bless us with what we want. We just expect.
And then, when nothing happens, we blame or find excuses.

Do we realise that we have to buy a ticket? And remember that
not every ticket is a winner? Before you pray to loose weight, you
may just need to pay the price of not eating so many chocolates
or actually getting off the couch to do some exercises.

Staying with the metaphor of gambling; I have always felt that I
have been dealt good cards in this poker game of life - I was just
never the best at playing them. My first hand was a blessed and
protected childhood. It was not all Aces and having to go to
boarding school from the first grade onwards was not always
easy. But I had a good King and Queen, my parents, and my
teachers were, well, let’s say Sixes and Sevens.

My next round was college. The first hand was great and I had fun snapping away for the
National Diploma in Photography. The next hands were duds until I drew the Joker and
specialised in Theatre Photography for my final exams. (Okay, I know there is no Joker in
Poker but bear with me) I had nine years of fun playing my game at the State Theatre in
Pretoria but never drew the final Ace for the jackpot of a fulfilled career. I never had the
natural personal connection with my subjects to do good portraits.

A pair of Queens (real ladies - not the cross dress ones) also came into my life but did not
stay for long and what followed after the theatre were eleven years of mainly dud hands
with a few Jacks and Nines and Tens in between.

I did not feel that I was winning at Poker and decided to try my luck at Black Jack when I
went back to college to study massage therapy. So far the hands I have been dealt where
mixed, some high scores, some low scores and a couple of duds. No jackpot yet, but I feel
that this game is more for me.

I was still frustrated and trying to control the cards until I met more Queens in Jenny and
Celeste. They gave me some wonderful tips and taught me how to play the hand that is
dealt better, rather than getting mad if it is not a 21 score hand. A 16 score can also be a
winner.

They also taught me that you can’t always rely on your skills alone to play. Sometimes you
just need to let go and trust. And that is why I am back to playing Lotto. With this trip I have
spent all my money and energy on a ticket, trusting that the winnings will be big. Maybe it
will not be the jackpot but at least, on Monday at the airport, when I bow my head to pray
for a win, I can honestly say that I tried my best and bought my Lotto ticket.
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„May I open your Brazier?“ and other Nipple Stands
25/03/2015

One of the first major concerns for me when I had the idea of becoming a massage therapist a few years
ago was: how would ladies react to me - a not so young, balding man with a beard and body that never
came too close to a gym routine - wanting to massage them? Was it feasible for me to even attempt the
studies? Luckily, my fears where not grounded - well, not too much at least. Let me share some of my
experiences:

I will get to the nipple stands later, for now let me start with the quote from the title of this post which was a
suggestion from an American website I found during my research into the ‘problem’. The author was
adamant that, even if a lady was lying face down for a back massage but left her brazier on, you have to
ask her if you may open it. While I can understand the sentiment when doing a manipulating sport
massage, I could never get used to the idea of this during a wellness massage. The last thing you want to
do after spending half an hour relaxing the client (who at this point is lying on her back) by working on the
front arms and legs, is to call her out of her dream world with a kind of ‘obvious’ question, after she has
turned around to lie on her front. I tried it once or twice but soon gave up on that.

Our clients at the spa, where I worked in 2013-14, were encouraged to send comment e-mails to
a website we collaborated with. One lady wrote: „� and then I was massaged by this creepy guy �
although the massage was very good�“ I had to smile. I know I am not George Clooney or Brad Pitt, but
creepy?? Anyway, from that day on my nickname at the spa was ‘Creepy Guy’. Well, at least she
acknowledged that Creepy Guy still gave her a good massage :-) (Later on my nickname changed to Stud
Manager - but that’s another story�)

One day a boss and his staff came to the spa. I was assigned to work with the man while Louisa and my
other female colleagues treated the ladies. The next year I heard that they would not be coming back as
the poor boss felt ‘traumatized’ because a man had touched him. If it wasn’t so funny it would actually be
sad that people would rather endure three ‘traumatizing’ treatments instead of just opening their mouth
and asking for another therapist. Often ladies did say something though. When I was assigned to them
they would ask for someone else (or chase me out of the room :-) ) I respected that every time and as you
might have gathered, I did not take any negative comment or request personally.

Before you think that I only had negative experiences - they definitely were in the minority - let me just tell
you about one episode that of course tickled my ego. After having worked at the spa for a while, there
were a number of ladies who would specifically ask for me and I often received compliments about my
massages. Comments like „You have healing hands!“ and „You touched my soul!“ confirmed to me that I
was on the right track with this new direction in my life. And that is also why I will interrupt my pilgrimage
with seminars and further training workshops, to learn new techniques and widen the horizon.

A mother and her two adult daughters came to spend the day at the spa one Saturday. By chance the
youngest daughter was assigned to me for the first treatment. For their second treatment the mother had
chosen Aromatherapy and as I was well trained in that, the other therapists and I decided that I would take
her for the treatment. I was standing by at the cubicle as Louisa went to fetch them from the relaxation
area. At the cubicles the older daughter wanted to come straight to my door. Louisa politely explained that
the mother was to go to me. The daughter said: „Oh, in the break we had a little tiff about who’s chance it
was going to be to get the man next. But it’s okay. I’ll give her the precedence seeing that it is her
birthday.“ For the first time in my life I had ladies ‘fighting’ over ME. Wow, what an experience and boost
for the ego!! Needless to say, the mother got an extra special massage for her birthday! :-)

And then of course there was the day when I realized that the blanket started to rise. I was just innocently
working on her arms when the lady had a noticeable nipple stand. „Yeeeehaaa!“ I thought, „Today I am
doing something really right! When you’re good, you’re gooood!“
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May the games begin…
23/03/2015

The day has come, the bags are packed and
here I go!

On Saturday I still met some friends at the
bowling alley and on Sunday my sister
Runhild and her family came for lunch. Now
my sister Erna-Marein and my parents
brought me to the airport and after a quick
game of cards, it is time to say farewell.

As I depart, I put my trip and all those I leave
behind under the blessing of a well known
Bach Chorale cantata:

Wer nur den lieben Gott läßt walten
Und hoffet auf ihn allezeit,
Den wird er wunderlich erhalten
In allem Kreuz und Traurigkeit.
Wer Gott, dem Allerhöchsten, traut,
Der hat auf keinen Sand gebaut.
Sing, bet und geh auf Gottes Wegen,
Verricht das Deine nur getreu
Und trau des Himmels reichem Segen,
So wird er bei dir werden neu;
Denn welcher seine Zuversicht
Auf Gott setzt, den verläßt er nicht.

English translation:

If you will only let God guide you,
And hope in Him through all your ways,
Whatever comes, He’ll stand beside you,
To bear you through the evil days;
Who trusts in God’s unchanging love
Builds on the Rock that cannot move.
Sing, pray, and swerve not from His ways,
But do your part in conscience true;
Trust His rich promises of grace,
So shall they be fulfilled in you;
God hears the call of those in need,
The souls that trust in Him indeed.
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30 minutes after I landed, 150 people die
27/03/2015

I have always been a fan of flying. It is never the most comfortable
means of traveling but always fascinating. Sitting at the window and
looking down on the clouds, the cities, the rivers and the fields from this
perspective makes you realise how small everything is, literally and
figuratively.

And thirty minutes after we landed in
Bremen, the magnificent view I had
followed was for 150 people the last
they would ever see. Like everybody
else I was shocked by the sad news of
flight 4U 9525 that crashed in the
French Alps. So many people who
could not, like me, send a message
back home to say that they had
arrived safely at their destination. And
how shocking is the news about the
cause of the crash. What must have
gone through the mind of such a
young copilot for him to decide to kill
himself and so many innocent fellow
human beings with him?

My first days in Germany where filled
with adaptational issues. It is still
rather cold and rainy here. Hope I’m
not coming down with the flu. I needed
to find a good sim card and prepaid
option for my phone and tablet. This
took me a while because there are so
many options here that it was difficult
to figure out which would be the best. I

got the sim cards and data connection but now my e-mails don’t want to
send. I have not figured that one out yet. The next problem was trying to
open a bank account. I had tried doing this online from South Africa
before but with no luck. They just replied that I would have to come in in
person. And now that I did, German bureaucracy decided that it is next to
impossible to get an account. I first need to get police clearance, it can
take up to four weeks, our branch is too small to help you - drive to the
next town, or come back tomorrow, we are closed for the afternoon, etc,
etc. Only in the third bank did they eventually help me to open an
account but I could not get a card yet. They will send it by post next
week sometime and my poor cousin will have to forward it to me.

I also did a 23km training walk. It started to drizzle and I had forgotten
my rain poncho and got all wet. Plus my mobile phone battery went dead
so I could not take any more pictures or record the statistics of my walk.

And yet I am so happy to be here and grateful to have such trivial
problems when I think of the 150 people who will never be able to have a
single problem again. 

St. Jacob, 
the patron saint 
of all pilgrims
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Mike and Niklas - and a sense of humour
01/04/2015

Ice cold storm fronts named Mike and Niklas are blowing over
Germany. Well, I trust, this is the last winter onslaught before
everything turns to my favour and I get beautiful dry spring
weather for the walk. Ha, ha.

No, I am staying positive and as long as I am sitting in a
heated train I have no reason not to be. After some days with my cousin I
am on my way to visit my aunt en route down to München.

Next day: The storms are still all over Germany. After a pleasant visit at
my aunt, I am now sitting on a train station and don’t know if my follow on
train will come. The display board says Indefinitely delayed due to bad
weather the one moment 80 min delay the next. We will see.

Should you ever travel on European trains, be sure to use the on board
facilities which are free. I just had to pay 1 Euro, that is OVER R13, to
take a pee in the station rest room. Okay, let me be fair, it turned out to be
70 Cents, but let me tell the whole story as I was not the only one
involved. That does not sound right but I think you will understand when
you read on. At the entrances to the restrooms I met a young African lady with her
baby who was obviously having trouble. She asked me if I could speak English by
any chance. Feeling that I was sent there in that exact moment to help her I said
yes. She asked me if I could give her change for 10 Euro for the door mechanism.
I asked her how much she still needed and she said 20 Cents. I just gave her a
20 Cent coin without a thought and they could go in. Then it was my turn at the
door and when I saw that it costs 1 Euro I looked at the rest of my
change and what did I have? 80 Cents! I was short the exact
20 Cents I had just given to the damsel in distress! And my
bladder was getting impatient too. I just thought, God, help! You
sent me to help this lady, now I need help too! In that moment the
next person asked me, Is this your 50 Cent coin in the return
slot? I said No, but I sure could use it right now! Me and my
bladder were very thankful and we enjoyed the R10 pee!
Sometimes God really does have a strange sense of humour!

30 mins later: All trains to Bavaria have been cancelled. Munich
station is being evacuated as the storm is ripping off pieces of the
nearby buildings. I am stuck in Fulda for at least the night. Eish.
Luckily I know people here and it looks like they are getting an
unexpected visitor.

6 hours later: I did not have their number with me so I had to
phone my parents in SA first. And although they where expecting
some guests our acquaintances welcomed me into their home
with open arms and we had a very pleasant evening with lots of
reminiscing stories, much to the amusement of the other guests,
about the past when Wolfgang worked for my father on the
mission station some 32 years ago.

Again, I could have been stranded on any station en route to
Munich but I was blessed to be stuck in Fulda. God does have
a sense of humour to change a stormy night into a night to
remember.
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My original plan was to start my walk on the 1st of April. The storm
changed that and I stayed in Fulda until the 3rd.

You can imagine our pleasant surprise when Bettina, Wolfgang’s wife,
read at the breakfast table before my departure the reading in our
church watchword booklet for the 3rd of April from Genesis 24 verse 56:
„Do not detain me, the LORD has granted success to my journey.“

The first 100km
06/04/2015

Day 1

3 April and I finally made it to Munich after my unexpected pit stop in Fulda. A lovely spring day awaited
me as I made my way to thé Munich landmark, the Hofbräuhaus. As expected it was packed but I found a
table which I shared with a young Spanish couple. I ordered a Breezen, a Brotzeit and a Mass.

A Brotzeit is a platter with different cheeses, sliced meat and bread. A Breezen is like a oversized pretzel
and a Mass is a standard size glass of beer in Bavaria - 1 litre. Now I was ready to begin my adventure!

Munich is a wonderful city. Just a few blocks from the Hofbräuhaus lies the Englischer Garten (English
garden). The name refers to its English garden form of informal landscape, a style popular in Britain from
the mid-18th century to the early 19th century, as opposed to the French architecture which sees
everything in strict lines, squares and other forms well known from their palaces. As soon as you enter the
Englischer Garten you immediately feel that you are out of the city. The street hustle and bustle is gone
and all around just happy people taking a stroll, enjoying the sunshine or walking their dogs.

With an area of 3.7km2, the Englischer Garten is one of the world’s largest urban public parks, larger than
New York’s Central Park. Once I walked through it I had almost reached the edge of the city as well.
I continued along the Isar river, still surrounded by the forest and being greeted by the occasional swans
or ducks. The weather stayed dry and I could follow along the river for about 18km without seeing a high
rise building or any signs of city life. Wonderful. That is, until I realised that I would need some civilisation
soon. In my eagerness to start while the weather was good, I had not looked for a supermarket to buy

some food or organise water. After 20kms of walking, I left the
path to go into a nearby village. This turned out to be a
research industrial area and university - so no shops or B-n-B’s
around. I had to walk another 3km to the next town to find a
hotel. By this time it was shortly after 9pm. Apparently too late
to ask for a room. At least the old lady in her gown was not
happy that I rang the bell. If it wasn’t for the fact that I was dead
tired and dehydrated I almost told her that I would take my
money elsewhere. But she let me in and soon after I was fast
asleep.



Day 2

I left Dietersheim at about 10h30 and made it all the way to Zolling,
28.7km. In Freising I found a supermarket and could buy some supplies.
Outside the shop I could not wait to tear open the packet and bite into a
delicious apple. I savoured every drop of juice. It had started to drizzle

and rain but it was not too cold at first but got colder as the day progressed. I took a long break just sitting
in a church. Unobtrusively taking my socks off and rubbing my feet with cream. Yes, my friends the blisters
had returned.

The path took me up and down some beautiful forest paths and through quaint little towns. By the time I
reached Zolling I just wanted to find the next pub to get warm. By chance the first one I found was a sports
club pub, just before my favourite team, Bayern München, was about to kick off against Dortmund. With
some food and beer against the cold I enjoyed the game with the locals. We won 1:0! After the game I got
talking with some of them and they organised me an affordable room for the night. They even offered to
take me and we had another couple of beers with the owner of the inn. After 3 litres of Bavarian beer I
slept like a baby.

Day 3

The morning was sunny and cool. As it was Easter Sunday I visited the
local church for a special Easter service with choir and orchestra. By the
time I came out and started my walking shift for the day the sun was gone
behind the clouds and it became colder and colder. By 19h30 I had
walked 28.8km up and down muddy forest paths. This section was tough
but still so beautiful. I was bushed and just wanted to lie down and sleep.
Before the last light was gone I set up my hammock, slipped into my
sleeping bag and started what was probably the coldest night I have ever
had. I woke up numerous times from the chattering of my teeth, my ice
block feet and shivering bones. It was close to 0°C and the sleeping bag
manufacturers lie when they say that this model is suited for -5°C!

Day 4

It took some walking to stop the shivering. The day was ice cold and
cloudy and the forest paths steep, muddy, but oh so beautiful. The last
5km I had to walk through snow drizzle. After 24.3km I reached Neustadt.
It was only midday but I just wanted a warm
room for the night. After unpacking everything
and hanging it all over my hotel room to dry, I
enjoyed a looong hot shower and climbed into
bed for an afternoon nap that lasted till
17h30. The evening was filled with my blog,
sorting photos etc.

I am just happy to have reached my first 100km.
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Day 5 & 6 and back to start
12/04/2015

Day 5

I can’t help but think of the Lou Reed song title What a perfect day!
I did not have Sangrias in the park but otherwise this day was close to perfect. The sun
was shining, the weather was pleasant, the scenery magnificent and the cold of the last
two days soon forgotten!

After the previous day’s exhaustion, I sort of woke up at about seven and started to pack
all my stuff I had spread out all over the hotel room to dry out. Hammock and sleeping bag where dangling
between door and cupboard, plastic sheeting and clothes were lying all over the place. To reach the
bathroom was like going through a labyrinth. At nine my rucksack was bursting out of the seams again
and I went down to have breakfast. Too much breakfast. Way to much breakfast! Hey, who knows when
the next meal will come and seeing that I paid for it anyway�

About 4km out of Neustadt I reached the Donau river which
became my companion for the day. Although the lady from
my GPS wanted me to cross the river with a ferry I had to
disappoint her as it was not operating that day. I had to stay
on the smaller path on this side, but now at least I can tell
you that the river is about 110m wide because she kept on
saying You left the tour. The path is 120m to the left.

<< Me and my donkey taken with a selfie stick

Walking next to the river was so nice after the up and down
forest paths of the previous days. It was a luxury that was
not to last all day long. At midday I reached the beautiful
monastery at Weltenburg (This picture was taken after I
crossed the river with a later ferry) As you can see from the

perspective in the next photo, I had to make a
MASSIVE climb up a very rocky forest path to
get further. But it was so worth it!

Eventually the trail came
down to the river again
and it was smooth sailing
on a paved walking path
all the way to Kehlheim.
I was so filled with
impressions of the day
that I decided that I would
save the money for a
hotel bed and rather have
a feast of a meal. Later on I walked (or rolled?) back to some caves

I had passed on my way to spend the night
there. My very own Cave Motel :-)
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Day 6

Having a full moon shine into the cave
compensated for the slight discomfort of the
hard floor. I was glad that it was the moon and
not the chattering of my teeth that woke me this
time.

I knew I had quite a way to go that day so I
tried to get an early start. For breakfast I only
got the glorious sunrise. I pushed forward for
20km and reached Bad Abbach at noon. Here I
treated myself to a visit at a sauna and
swimming pool centre. I had to smile while
thinking back to the tiny two person sauna at
the spa where I worked, and here I was at
the real McCoy: a choice of 55°C, 85°C,
100°C, 80°C Aroma and 80°C panorama view
sauna. Even the smallest one could seat 6-10
people. There were even numerous different
ways to shower. Plus the steam baths, inside
and outside jacuzzis, inside and outside pools,
different relaxation areas etc, etc. Heaven!

At 18h00 I forced myself to go as I knew I still
had another 15km to walk. I needed to reach
Regensburg so that I could catch a train back
to Munich. The first hill out of Bad Abbach was
so steep that it felt like I sweated just as much
as in the 100°C sauna. And that was just the
first one on this stretch. Rather exhausted I
reached the youth hostel where I had booked a
bed for the night at about 22h00 just to find that
I still had to make my own bed in a dark dorm
room with six other guys who where already
sleeping. Don’t know if I will do the youth hostel
thing again. I think I would prefer the cave�

Next Day 

At least the breakfast was very good again.
I love German bread rolls!

I had some time and strolled through town to
look at the Cathedral and other historical
buildings before making my way to the station.
Back in Munich I checked into the hotel, did
some shopping and took a walk to the
academy where I was going to start my first
course on the next day. I will return to
Regensburg on the 16th to continue my tour.

Even if it was rather ironic that the road I had
battled for the last six days took a train two
hours to return me to square one, I was happy
to be where I was. In front of the sign that said
„Lebe deinen Traum“ - Live your dream!
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My course in Ayurveda
18/04/2015

Learning the ancient art of Ayurveda, with all its aspects in 6 days is next
to impossible but we had a very informative introduction. I find it strange
how western culture and medicine have lost so much of the natural
healing modalities. Unfortunately the church has to take a big part of the
blame. During the time of the inquisition an enormous amount of wisdom
was lost due to ignorance and power games. Only now are we slowly
catching up with what other cultures have been saying for thousands of
years.

Our teacher, a real Bavarian lady,
learned the art of Ayurveda over
numerous years in India. She lives
according to the principles and has
her own Ayurveda practice. She
taught us how to distinguish
between the different constitutions
of humans. Pitta people are full of fire, always on the go and good
leaders. Vatha people are normally skinny and pale and always on the
move but can be indecisive. Kapha humans are down to earth, maybe
a bit overweight but solid and dependable. These different Doshas can
also be found in food and spices and even in our life cycle. We all start
off with our Kapha phase where we like security and the closeness of
our mother. The teenage and young adult years are full of Pitta. We rebel
and find our space in society. When wisdom settles in we go to the Vatha
stage. We realise that life is too short to follow other people’s dreams and
are chilled to do what we do.

We made Ayurvedic coffee and tea with cardamom and cloves and even
prepared an Ayurvedic breakfast with Ghee. Pitta people should not eat
to much spicy food. They already have enough fire in them. (If your boss
is a total pain in the Bee-hind at the 12h00 meeting, he/she is probably
Pitta. Just give them a tea and cookies before the meeting or move the
meeting to after lunch and he/she will be a changed person. If they have
eaten, their stomach will use the fire for more useful things than
screaming.) A Kapha person however can do with some fire and may put
extra pepper or chili on their food for better digestion.

We learned about the Ayurvedic way of massaging. It differs from light
stroking to vigorous pushing down on so called Marma points. These are
reflex points on the body. The massages are extremely relaxing to
invigorating and painful. It was interesting to hear and see how the
different oils do influence people. On the third day, six of the eight
students showed signs of detoxing. One lady even started menstruating
again after two years of menopause.

All in all it was very interesting.
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During the courses I wanted to have a „home base“ to come back to at night and maybe do some
homework, so for every course I booked myself a room or into a hotel. For this first course it was a family
hotel about half an hour’s walk from the academy. My course ended on the 15th and I was completely
convinced that I was booked to check out on the 16th. Until about 23h00 that is! I was already in my
underwear, doing some packing and watching TV when I heard a lady trying to come into my room. She
could not speak German nor English and at first I did not understand what she wanted. When she left it
sort of dawned on me that there might be something wrong with my booking. Luckily I still found the
receipt between all my papers and had to realise that my booking was in fact only until the 15th! The next
moment the management was already knocking on the door. Of course they where not interested in any
explanations or apologies. Within ten minutes I had to pack and vacate the room. And so it was that at
23h20 I was stranded on the street. Ah well, part of the fun I suppose, I thought and made my way to the
station to catch the literally last train out of town. At 1h30 I got to Regensburg where the station, the
salvation army and everything else around there were completely closed. So into the darkness I went, on
the next part of my tour. At about 3h00 I found a little bit of forest next to the river and decided to hang up
my hammock for at least a couple of hours of sleep. So instead of waking up in a Munich hotel bed, I
woke up to quacking ducks in Regensburg.

Oh yes, according to Ayurvedic philosophy I am a very typical Kapha who did not go through the Pitta time
of my life to full potential and am now compensating for some puberty years. So wait for it, there might be
some rebellious surprises coming. Maybe a big tattoo or body piercing. ha ha (?)
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Day 7 - 11, I cracked the 300km mark
21/04/2015

Instead of repeating myself by saying how beautiful everything is
and how gorgeous the German forests and lakes are, let me tell you
about a few, not necessarily bad, peculiarities I have encountered.

Stammtisch

A real tradition in the German taverns is the Stammtisch. This is a
particular table in the pub where you will always find the same group
of people. They meet on a regular basis, once or more times per
week, always at the same time, always the same people, always the
same drinks, probably always the same or similar conversation,
or for a particular game of cards, usually a form of Skat. In places
like the Hofbräuhaus these ‘clubs’ even have their own beermug
lockers. And sometimes it can almost be sacrilege if you were to try
and sit at their table even if nobody was there. It would be
impossible to sit with them. You will have to go through a serious
scrutiny and prove your worth to be allowed to join. Okay, I may be
exaggerating. I was sitting in a tavern to have some lunch and to
charge my phone when one of the Stammtisch members asked me
where I was going. I told him my story and it was fun to see how all
of a sudden they had a new fresh topic to talk about. There even
was an argument between two of them, when one did not want to
believe that the other had been in the mountain patrols during the
war where they had to carry 30 kg backpacks around.

Postal service

One would think that the postal service, being so huge, would have
post offices all over the place. Not so, here you actually have to look
for them. And then they are not on their own but rather integrated
into another shop - be it a bakery or a stationary shop. It is just a
counter somewhere in a corner. After my first course I wanted to
send some books and utensils I don’t need any more back to my
cousin’s address. At one of my breakfast breaks along the river I
packed a parcel, now all I needed was a post office. I came through
a town and asked for directions. The lady had to think and then said
„No, we don’t have a post office, but in the neighbouring town there
is one.“ So I had to make a +/- 4km detour back to another town to
send my parcel.

Glashütte

Some of you may know that I also do some glass art. The area that I
am travelling through in Bavaria is well known for its glass blowing
and glass art. When I saw the town of Glashütte on my map, I
thought, this must be a place to visit. Glashütte is the term used for
glass blowing factories in the olden days. Surely Glashütte would
still have one of these that I could visit. The town was not directly on
my route but I was prepared to take the detour. Much to my surprise,
it was a little one horse town and I am not even sure that they had a
horse! I have encountered many of these little towns. No shops, no
cafés, no nothing. Just a few houses and a chicken or two.



Take the next, continue straight

The lady inside my GPS is not always the brightest. I often have to double check what she means on the
map. Sometimes she wants me to turn left where there is no left. One of her favourite sayings is Take the
next, continue straight, the other is You left the tour, take a look at the map, This usually happens when
she gives me one of her Take a slight right commands, when it should have been Go straight. Eish.

The other day she took me down a roundabout that was closed due to construction. Okay, this time it was
not her fault, she could not have known this. So what was supposed to be a 300m walk around the forest
hill, became a kilometre bundu bashing adventure up and down and through the thickest forest with up to
20cm of leaves and branches on what used to be tracks many moons ago. Wow for me, Ouch for my poor
little cart and my shoulders who had to pull it.

Wilder Mann

After one particularly cold day, I decided to spend the money for a hotel
room. Easier said than done. The first obstacle is to find a town big
enough to have one, then to find one that is open. I seem to be out of
season. In Pfreimd I tried one - door locked, no answer to the door bell.
I found another - same thing. There was a phone number - I dialled, no
room available. Went back to Wilder Mann Hotel, looked expensive but
I was tired and cold and desperate. Door locked. No doorbell. Phone
number. Is not connected, says the voice. Second phone number. No
answer. Try again. A lady answers. „Hi, do you have a room for me? I’m
standing in front of the hotel“, I say. „Oh, okay, I’m coming“, says the lady.
I wait until eventually she arrives to unlock her hotel and I can pass out in
a room that is so kitsch that it definitely does not fit into a hotel called:
Wild Man.
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Room with a view

My favourite 5 star hotels have been the cheapest. Just imagine a room without
the four walls, the door and the roof. As for the stars, it depends if there is cloud
cover or not. But there is always a view. For a typical Edzard night in the forest:

Find a good spot, a bit hidden from the path with trees that are about 3-4m apart.

Get out ropes and tie them around each tree. Hang the hammock.

Take off shoes, sit in the hammock, drink some water and take a breather.

Put some muesli and juice into a plastic cup and slowly eat with plastic spork -
that is a tool that has a spoon on one side and fork on the other.

Have a Pfefferbeißer (local version of dried wors) and an apple or carrot.

Do some diary notes and write down distances etc.

Get out a small pillow, two fleece blankets, a sleeping bag, what is left of a
newspaper and a winter anorak.

Put on winter pyjama pants. Put on normal pants above that.

Put on a long sleeve sport shirt, a T-shirt, a jersey, a sleeveless jacket and the
anorak.

Put on bandanna and mother’s home knitted woollen beanie.

Rub feet with anti-blister cream and put on a pair of stockings, two pairs of socks
plus another pair of socks with liners.

Line the hammock with the newspaper and one blanket. Line the inside of the
sleeping bag with the other blanket.

Get into the �

No, wait, you have to mark your territory first! Don’t want to have to do this during
the night. Find your way through all the clothes, free what needs to be freed and
do what needs to be done.

Get into the hammock and wiggle yourself into the sleeping bag. This can take
up to 5 minutes until everything is sort of comfortable.

If there is day light left, take out a book and read.

Cover the one side of the double width hammock over yourself so that you hang
like a moth cocoon between the trees.

Have some happy thoughts, give thanks for the day and fall asleep.

Wake up from the cold left bum cheek. Somehow get your arm out of the
sleeping bag and try to stuff the newspaper or blanket back into
position.

Wake up from a cold knee. Decide to try and turn around or
proceed as before.

Wake up from cold feet. Wiggle, wiggle, rub, rub until ice blocks
become recognisable as toes again.

Repeat the last three steps as necessary.

Wake up from the birds chirping happily above you.

Peek out of your cocoon, smile and say: „Hello birdie, hello trees!“
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Tallinn, the most European city I have come across
05/05/2015

I was lucky to have a window seat and no one next to me on the flight
from Berlin to Tallinn. At first it was completely overcast and I could
only admire the clouds from above. Over Estonia it cleared up and
the endless tundra of the northern countries, the jagged shoreline of
the Baltic sea with endless little islands and eventually Tallinn became
visible. Even from above one could see the mix of decline and
modern development, ruins and villas, new highways with old cars. It
was my first time in Estonia and I was not sure what to expect. And,
boy, was I pleasantly surprised. What a lovely city Tallinn is.

The architecture is a harmonious mix of old buildings with thick stone
walls and modern houses, cobble stone roads, shops and high rise
buildings. The streets are in a good state and buzzing with old cars,
new vehicles and the tram that is omnipresent. The drivers are polite
and pedestrians actually stop when the traffic light is red. Such a
contrast to the chaos on our South African roads.

The Old Town is full of historic buildings with one restaurant, hotel,
night club and souvenir shop next to the other. I was booked into the
Old House hostel, very basic but full of character with furniture and
wall paper from the fifties or sixties, and beds that also feel that they
are that old :-)

The first day I walked around the Old Town and harbour area and did
the holiday/touristy thing. It was amazing to see how many artist
studios, cafés, pubs, galleries and historical sites there were. Every
little nook and cranny had a souvenir stall with wonderful Babushkas,
knitted warm scarves and beanies, colourful felt slippers and glass art
or Amber jewellery etc, etc. And everybody could speak English! The
positive multicultural vibe was so refreshing.

That evening I met 27 other people from 20 different countries in an
Indian restaurant who where in Tallinn for the same reason as me.
We came to take part in a 10 day therapist course in Tantra massage.
Out of respect for the subject matter and some readers I will not go
into detail here. Suffice to say that Tantra massage is not about sex,
Kama Sutra or any other kinkiness, and there was no intercourse, but
it is about the sexual nature and energy that we all have in us and
how to release this energy, not only for pleasure but for healing,
spirituality and as a positive life force for everything that we do. The
teaching is based on the Tantric and Ayurveda traditions from India
and our teacher was a Yogi, not an old Indian with a long beard but a
modern Israeli about my age or a bit younger. You are welcome to
write me an e-mail if you want to know more about Tantra and my
experiences or visit www.bhairavayoga.com. It was an intense and
invigorating course and so beautiful to see how blockages where
released and lives literally changed in front of your eyes. It was such
a blessing to have been part of it.

Thank you Liina, Katri, Johannes, Annaka, Eva,
Tine, Kanicha, Ülle, Sabina and Nataśa and all the
others. Thank you Soma, our teacher, and Liisa, his
wonderful wife with the most amazing smile.
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Day 12 - 16
10/05/2015

Before I interrupted my tour for the visit to Tallinn, I had reached the town of Windischeschenbach on

day 11. From there I took a train to Berlin to fly to Estonia. On my return I heard that the German train

drivers are all on strike for a week. How was I to get back to my tour? From the airport I went straight to

the train station to see what I could do or if I could at least get a refund for my ticket. Luckily there was an

‘emergency’ timetable and I managed to exchange my ticket for an alternative connection.

Day 12

Dear diary, I woke up way to early today. 4h00 is not human. I am still so full of emotions about Tallinn, so

I used the time and finished writing my blog post. I had to be at the station at 7h00 to catch the train. I

thought it would be overcrowded as it was the only train south for a while, but not so. Looks like most

people did not even try the alternative timetable but made other plans. I did not mind, at least I could catch

up on some sleep on the journey without being disturbed too often.

I got to Windischeschenbach at about 14h00, still half asleep but ready to

continue my walk. Or so I thought. I was not even out of town when one

of the wheels of my cart broke off.

Luckily the guys at the petrol station were nice and called a tow truck.

Actually, it was a workshop they knew that came to fetch me and my cart

in a pick-up truck. At the workshop they welded the wheel back on. So

now I could start walking, with an as-good-as-new cart and 25 Euros less

to my name.

I did not get very far today, only about 8km. It looked like rain so I wanted to take a

break under a bridge. After some snacks I decided, what the heck, I’ll call it a day and

do the homeless thing and spend the night under the bridge. At least it will be dry. Even

the graffiti was appropriate, it was a big heart with Miss you written inside. I missed a

few things that evening. Some close people back home, new friends from Tallinn, my

doggies, a warm shower� But I was not complaining. A bit melancholy and tired

maybe. I slept like a log. Even the hard cobble stones did not bother me.

Day 13

Dear diary, my GPS took me on some roads less travelled today. Or at times NEVER

travelled. I went up and down and through the woods to find the path where the GPS

lady wanted me to turn right. Nothing. Just about 50cm of old pine needles, dead

branches that cracked under my feet, moss, leaves and young saplings. Very beautiful

but un-walkable. Had to turn back on my track, through puddles

and mud, to find an alternative path. I walked through completely

unspoiled parts of the forest. No signs of forestry or tractor

tracks. Wow, just nature as it was supposed to be. I was getting

to the outskirts of the Fichtelgebirge, a dolomite mountain range

formed many millions of years ago. Old rock boulders appeared

from the ground like mushrooms reaching for the sky. Little

streams were everywhere, even under your feet, hidden by years of falling leaves.

Sounds very idyllic, until you realise that you are completely off the path and lost in

a swamp. What was supposed to be about a 30 minute walk turned into two hours

of bundu bashing to find some way out of there. Great fun, especially pulling a cart

weighing about 30kg over tree trunks, streams, branches, leaves and mud. And I am

not being sarcastic. I had a great time, a big adventure, me against the elements

and no sign of civilisation as far as the eye could see. Just me and the challenge of

finding 10 metres of a way forward. It was step by step until I eventually found a dry

path again.
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I made it to

Zipfeltannenfelsen, a

massive dolomite rock

formation on top of a hill.

The rocks where sticking

out 10 to 15 metres into

the air, as high and even

higher than the trees

around them. The

weather was still cloudy

with a chance of rain so

when I found a little cave

that spoke to me, I

listened and made myself

at home for the night.

Good thing that I did, as

soon afterwards it started

pouring down.

Day 14

Dear diary, as luck would have it, I am in a majestic part

of the world and my camera battery is empty. My solar

panel charger does not meet its promises. But all is well.

I am enjoying every moment. My shoulders and hips

and cart are not, but I don’t care. I don’t ask them, they

can suffer. I am in bliss with a feeling of expanding

freedom and liberation.

Eventually I came to a small town and entered the first

tavern I found. One beer for me, one electric plug for my

phone. There were three people in there beside me, two

barflies, drinking beer and just sitting there, and the third

one was an old barlady who could hardly walk. She was just sitting there reading a

magazine. After my beer I went on. I wanted to find something to eat and found a

café. Outside was an old couple busy in the garden. As I entered, they followed. I

was the only guest and they the owners. So there I was, being served by an old

grandpa with a walking aid, enjoying a delicious lunch made by an old lady who

had to disrupt her gardening in order to prepare it for me. I was wondering if this

couple and the bar flies ever feel the exhilaration I felt in the forest.

Today I was climbing the highest peaks of my tour. The last stretch was so steep,

that I was taking 20 steps and then a break, standing at a 45°angle, just so the

weight of the backpack and cart would not pull me back down.

Even that was liberating. I was not allowing anything to interrupt my

good mood. After what felt like ages, I reached the top. The summit

guest house was not open for night guests but the restaurant was

still open and I celebrated the day with a warming soup, cold beer

and schnitzel with fries. I was happy, healthy and full of bliss. My

whole body wanted to scream Thank You to the heavens above.

Later I made myself at home in the outlook tower on the Kösseine

peak with a view over the beautiful countryside.



Day 15

Dear diary, I knew that the German country life outside the cities was

diminishing, with the youth not seeing any perspective to stay. The old

couple running the café yesterday was a perfect example. Today was no

different. I came to a biggish town, looking for a café to charge myself and

my phone. It took me a long time, and even after asking locals, all I could

find was a tiny little bakery that sold coffee from a flask, in between small

boxes of fruit, vegetables, drinks and souvenirs. That was the only open

shop around town. Never realised that the countryside decline was this bad.

After a stretch through the forest, I came to a mountain stream. Perfect to

cool my tired feet, and why not the rest as well. Off came the clothes and

into the water I went. My little white tush and everything else shrank two

sizes within seconds. The water was freezing but, oh, so refreshing.

In the evening I reached Markleuthen. After three nights outside I so

longed for a warm bed that I took a room in the only open hotel in town,

zum Goldenen Löwen, (the golden Lion). I wonder when last a lion was

seen in this part of the world�

Day 16

Dear diary, I had to take a detour from my route today to find help. I was

going through dense forest when I realized that one of my cart wheels was

completely flat. After finding a way out of the forest I came to a farm house.

They helped my with a compressor to pump all the wheels again. Shortly

afterwards the tyre was flat again. It was not a slow leak as I had hoped.

The next big town turned out to be very quiet as well. After asking around

and walking back and forth I found a card petrol station - that is, no

personnel, no workshop etc, just the pumps and luckily an automated

compressor. I was sitting there on the floor, trying to fix a puncture with no

proper tools or patches. The best I could do was use a blister plaster. Then

came Jens to the rescue, he came to pump his wheels and saw me there

and we got talking. He offered to drive back home to fetch me some

patching rubber and glue. That was so unexpected and what a blessing.

Thank you, Jens.

An hour later the glue was dry and off I went. I still wanted to reach the

Dreiländereck - the point where Germany, the old East Germany and

Czechoslovakia meet. The puncture cost me precious time so I marched on

in double speed to finish 36km for the day before the sun was gone. I made

it just in time to set up camp in an old wooden hut at the historic site and

slept till 9h00 the next morning.

From now on it is mainly downhill

to Berlin.
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Day 17 - 21
15/05/2015

What is time? One of the Wikipedia definitions is „Time is a
common term for the experience of duration�” This already

shows how abstract or different it can be. For each person,

each situation, in each instance of time, time can mean

something else. Is it even real? Or is it just something we

humans invented to cope with existence? The original sin?

How often don’t we say: Oh, I wish I had more time or I ran
out of time or How time flies when you have fun or the

opposite Time just dragged out (in a traffic jam or when

visiting the in-laws). We always put ourselves under the stress

of time. We limit ourselves by trying to control it. For our little

brain to deal with this dimension, we quantify it into seconds,

minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, lifetimes�

Would we be better off without this boundary? This stress? Is

it that what awaits us when we are done with our one unit of

lifetime? Eternity - a life without the limits and dimension of

time!

While it is possible for some yogis, through deep meditation,

to ignore this dimension completely, it is not practically

feasible for us normal folk to do so. But it is a good exercise to

be a bit more aware of it and how we use it or misuse it. Then

maybe we can take the stress factor out of it and see it as a

gift or a handy tool we have been given.

Musicians have found a wonderful way of controlling time

without being bound by our usual units of seconds etc. With

rhythm every song has its own time-space, its own dynamics

for expression. By controlling time in a creative way it becomes powerful and freeing. Maybe

that is why we all love music and often see it as an escape from stress.

The letters on the church tower clock face spell: Use Your Time. Time is so fleeting. The

moment you do something, it becomes history. I have become extremely aware of this acute

sense of history on my trail. When I looked up a hill and asked my GPS: Are you serious? You
want me to go up there?, the road immediately became long, slow and more difficult. If,

however, I looked down at each single step I took, one by one, stopping in between for a little

pause or to enjoy the scenery, the hill was conquered in a jiffy and I could look down into the

valley and think: Wow, look what I have just achieved!, and the hill became history.

Why don’t you do the following exercise when next you are stuck in traffic or have to do

something you consider a waste of time: look around you and notice 10 things you have not

noticed before or look at the stranger in the car next to you and make up a story about who

they are, where they are going, what they had for lunch or any other creative story. Use your

mind creatively and you will see that you will get out of the traffic jam with a smile. If we

manipulate time with the right attitude it becomes a blessing and not a curse and it is never

wasted. Even if you do absolutely nothing and decide to be lazy, if you do it consciously it will

become a time of recuperation and will not turn out to be frustratingly wasted.

How important it is to live in the present unit of time! It is the only moment that we have and

the only moment we should care about. If we live in the future, we live in a time that we do not

know and can only fear. If we live in the past, it is a time we can not change and can only

reminisce about or regret.



I am not saying that one should not have foresight or make plans. It all depends on how flexible we

are to live our plan and change it if need be or if we live by the stress of rigid plans. What is most

important to us, the deadline or the way to reach it? I fell into this trap in the last couple of days

since I left the mountains of Bavaria and came into the planes of Saxony. My plan is to reach Berlin

on the 20th. When I calculated how many kilometres I would need to do each day to reach this

deadline, it was more than the 20-25km I managed so far. I changed my route slightly to

incorporate more paved cycling roads (my little cart was sure grateful for that) instead of the hiking

trails and pushed myself to do more and go further. On day 20 and 21 I even managed to do over

40km per day.

At what price? I still saw beautiful parts of Germany. The Elster valley was a highlight, seeing more

than 30 swans on a lake or walking through the scented yellow canola fields was an experience not

to be missed, but for the first time I also feel pain in my back and in my feet. I am paying the price

for time stress.

Spending so much time on the road by myself and with myself makes me ponder on a lot of things

that are happening. Did I use my time wisely? Should I have taken more time to talk to the lady that

gave me water and showed such interest in what I was doing? Was I sent to her for a reason and

did not recognise it? Was I so on autopilot of meeting my deadline for the day that I missed an

opportunity to return kindness? And exactly in these moments of regretting the past, I also have to

remind myself to come back to the present moment. To learn from the past, which I can’t change,

and return to the now.

And then the feeling of happiness comes back, and even the pain does not get me down. I look in

front of me, take one step at a time, and soon the next hill or kilometre is conquered and becomes

history!

Thank you again for the time you take to read

my blog [this book] and don’t let time stress you.
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At least I had a roof
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Jackpot! - Day 22 & 23
17/05/2015

On day 22 I reached Leipzig, one of the bigger cities in the east of Germany. I must admit

that at first I was a bit anxious about hiking through a major city with my little cart. What a

lovely surprise it was that my route planner managed to guide me from the south, straight

through and out the north of the city without hardly ever not having trees, parks, gardens or

forest around me. Even the major streets with the trams going back and forth had trees

planted on the side. I took my lunch break in a park, densely overgrown with trees with a little

pond where the ducks swam and the frogs made just as much noise as the little kids playing

on the adjacent playground. Even horse riders came past and lots of people with all kinds of

dogs.

After lunch I managed another +/- 20km until I reached a picnic spot next to a lake. Here I

made myself at home for what turned out to be a colder night than I expected.

Day 23 started with me trying to find a spot in the sun to defrost a bit. As I started walking I

slowly warmed up but the day stayed overcast and cool. My back and feet did not appreciate

the cold and continued to be a bit painful. In between the pain I managed to crack the 600km

mark! To celebrate I planned to take a proper lunchbreak in Bad Düren but the taverns where

uninviting, expensive or closed so I ended up having a cup of muesli and taking a snooze on

a bench. Half rested I continued my walk through the quaintest village and lush green forest.

It started to rain and so with my rain coat I continued, not knowing where and when I would

find a spot to sleep. According to the map there were only small villages coming up with little

chance of a guest house. I was not looking forward to another night in the forest with the rain

and all but was already looking out for a good spot when I reached the Luther-rock.

This is just a plain big rock where students used to wait in 15something for the big church

reformer Martin Luther to come past so they could speak with him. At this spot I saw a bus

with tourists departing as I arrived. The only person left behind was a man in a robe who

started cleaning up a coffee table. I first thought it must have been a group who held a

religious get together at this historic sight but it turned out that this man was a hotelier who

took on the role as Martini Luther to tell stories and historic facts to his guests as part of an

entertainment outing. He offered me some left over coffee and cake, which was delicious

after the cold wind and rain. We got talking about all sorts of things. I told him about my trip

and also mentioned that I was probably going to sleep in the woods as there were no guest

rooms around. He then offered to take me to his hotel but I had to decline as it was too far

away and I would need to return to the Luther-rock so I could continue where I left off. We

chatted some more about my Lutheran background, how he was not even a religious man

himself, about bicycle accidents and all sort of things and then Rolf said, no, I must come

with him, he will offer me a room in his 3 star hotel for free, and he would personally take me

back the next morning so I could continue my walk. I was next to speechless, not only did

I not have to sleep in the rain but I could sleep in a warm bed at no charge. I was even his

guest to a three course supper in the hotel restaurant and for breakfast. What a jackpot!

And how was that for timing. Had I arrived 10 minutes earlier or later I would not have had

a chance to get to talk to him and I would have spent another cold night in my hammock.

My guardian angel sure finds creative ways to help me sometimes. I think he is having fun

with me at the moment and is enjoying the adventure as well. I have been so blessed on this

tour and with people I have met, like Rolf and remember Jens who helped me with my flat

tyre and me getting stuck in Fulda where I knew Wolfgang. Those were also examples of

perfect timing for our paths to cross. I hope my guardian angel and I still have a lot of great

experiences together :-)
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Berlin!!!! Day 24 - 27
21/05/2015

Day 24 started with me having a big breakfast with some other hotel guests I met the night before. Then

Rolf took me back to the Luther-rock as he had promised so I could continue the walk without cheating.

I reached Wittenberg at 16h00 which left me enough time to visit the house (now museum) where

Luther lived and worked. It was humbling to see the original documents and hand written notes that

still exist after so many hundreds of years. What will be left in 2515 of the writings of the wise men

and women living today? Just a copy of a copy of a copy on a computer chip somewhere. Is that still

a historical document? Will that still have the same value and significance as the documents I was

looking at?

Anyway, I continued into the town itself to visit the church where Luther often preached as well as the

famous church where he nailed his 95 theses to the door and therewith got the reformation going.

Wittenberg is of course full of history of Luther and even the guest house I stayed in had a little Luther

statue next to the entrance - in between flower pots and a blue ceramic frog.

On day 25 I had another perfect timing encounter. I met two Austrians on their bicycles at an

intersection. They asked me for directions and I could help them with my GPS. The one was a doctor

who also does acupuncture, the other an osteopath who also started off as a masseur. We had a good

chat about a holistic approach to medicine and healing and they could give me tips on what I should look

into to combine with my massages so that they are more than just wellness massages. 

As it happened, my reservation for the night was in a guest room of the Johanniter Hospital in

Treuenbrietzen. I almost asked to see a doctor to look at my aching feet. No, it was not that bad, the

blisters are just a nuisance. From Treuenbrietzen I entered real Asparagus country on Day 26. I knew the

day was going to be tough. My next stop would be Potsdam. It turned out to be a looong 46km stretch. As

usual I tried to take a proper break about every 10km. For my 20km lunch break I had reached Beelitz and

decided I would treat myself to an Asparagus meal in a local restaurant. I found an old brewery that is

owned by the family in the ninth generation. They don’t brew beer any more

but run a marvellous little restaurant in the historic buildings and garden.

I could have stayed longer but after a good meal and beer, I continued on

my way. 10km further I put up my hammock and took a snooze. With

difficulty I got up to tackle the last stretch. In Potsdam I stayed in a

backpackers hostel. Unfortunately one of the room mates snored so hard

that the rest of us did not get as much sleep as we had needed.

I started day 27 with breakfast in the gardens of Sanssouci Castle. There I

was, eating muesli out of a cup and a bread roll out of a paper bag under

the watchful eyes of Greek goddess statues and fancy marble eagles. While

they looked at me, I was looking at the human goddesses jogging past

through the park. Life is good. But the road ahead still long so off I went.

It still amazes me how green the German cities are. I was walking through

parks and forests most of the time. When I took my 15km break, I left the

cycle path and walked a few metres into an area with lots of trees, no sign of

the close city life. I could hear the cars but was completely secluded and

took a recuperating snooze in my hammock.

And then, just as I wanted to take my 20km break and was turning into a

restaurant, BANG, goes the back tyre of my cart. The tube burst less then

15km before the goal post! Eish! The rest of the way I had to go on three

wheels again.

At 18h40, after 762 kilometres and 27 walking days I finally made it!!!!

Yiiiiihaaaaa, I’m in Berlin!
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Still Berlin
31/05/2015

What was supposed to be a 4 day break

turned into an 11 day long wait. As I mentioned

in my previous post, the tyre of my cart had

burst. I eventually managed to order new tyres

but soon gave up hope of being on the road again by Monday

as I had originally planned. Well, the weekend came but still no

tyres, so I was pretty much stuck in Berlin. Not that I am

complaining - there are definitely worse places to be in. Berlin

is a great city. I have used my time for sight seeing, shopping,

a spectacular show and also to be completely lazy and stay in

bed till 16h00. Hey, after 762km my feet deserve a break as

well :-) A big Thank You goes to our dear friend Andrea who let

me stay in her apartment for so long. We had good

conversations and whiskey till late almost every evening.

The first four days in Berlin I visited a Tantra course which was

presented from a different point of view to the one in Tallinn. It

was also very interesting and it is good to now have the best of

both worlds.

Berlin, like no other city, has always been a symbol for the

clash between the east and the west. If only the world could

see it as it is now, as a symbol of how east and west can

integrate and melt together in a peaceful and vibrant way. It is

truly impressive how the old, the new, the poor, the rich, the

modern and the history can coexist in harmony. And

everywhere there are trees, birds, water features, art, cycle

ways, restaurants and little shops that sell the weirdest things.

I saw a shop that specialised in shaving brushes. That was all

they sold: different utensils used for a wet shave!

My favourite shop is the Ampelmann shop. The former East

Germany had its own very cute pedestrian traffic light

character which became such a cult figure that they dare not

replace it with the one used in the rest of Germany. The

following became so big that there is now a franchise that sells

all sorts of Ampelmann souvenirs and clothing. After my time

on the road I just had to have the coffee

mug that said Keep on walking�
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The Berlin Wall that cut the people from East Germany off

from the West is of course a major part of Berlin’s history. It

was built in the sixties when Eastern Germany lost a sixth of

its complete population due to people fleeing to the West. You

can stick history behind glass in a back street museum or you

can live it as it is done here. Not in the sense of living in the

past but living with the past as an integral part of one’s identity.

There are Wall memorial sections still around, integrated into

the street architecture, art constructions that show where the

Wall used to be, memorials for the people who died while

trying to escape and information pillars with more information,

audio recordings and video clips for the interested.

Andrea lent me a bicycle to get around town with. At first I was

a bit nervous. I had not been on a bicycle for about 13 years,

and now I was supposed to ride a bike in a city, and on the other

side of the street as well! But it was fine and I soon got the hang

of it. My knee and my butt reminded me that it was a good idea

that I chose to walk through Germany and not to cycle the route

but otherwise it was fun to whiz through the traffic on the cycle

sections of the street. Yes, they have parts of the streets that are

reserved for bicycles. They have traffic lights just for cyclists as

well! Imagine trying that in South Africa. There would be more

taxis using the cycle lane than bicycles because most bikes

would be stolen within a week and the rest would be damaged

by the reckless drivers. Anyway, I had fun exploring Berlin on

a bike. Cycling from one attraction to the next, one shop to the

other, knowing that the bike would still be there when you get

out again. Parking off on the shore of the Spree river amongst

many other locals and tourists, watching the boats go by and the

ducks and swans waiting for a nibble, eating an ice cream and

reading a book. Hmmm, I could get used to this�

Berlin is also the city with the smallest pubs and the largest

show stage outside of Las Vegas. I had often heard of the

Friedrichstadt Palast and always thought of going there one day.

Well, the day came! I was lucky to get one of the last three

tickets in the sort of affordable section. It’s not the kind of thing

you often do but what the heck, when am I going to get another

chance to do it? The staging was truly spectacular. The whole

theatre was great. It can take close to 1900 spectators. There

were more than 100 artists, singers and dancers on stage. The

stage itself had a life of its own with sections coming up, moving

down, flying through the air, lighting up and turning around.

There where acrobats doing stunts high up in the air, cute dogs

doing tricks, girls dancing inside huge water filled lava lamps,

singers floating on platforms, drag queens walking on huuuge

platform heels, dancers with unbelievable costumes and all

sorts of things happening. Sometimes there was so much

happening that you did not know where to look. Great fun!

Oh, how I missed the time when I was working in the theatre

many years ago.

Seeing that I could not walk another section of my route,

I stayed in Berlin until my body alignment seminar in Leipzig.
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Body therapy that went much deeper
10/06/2015

My week has flown by in a flash. It feels like yesterday that I got on the train in

Berlin to come to Leipzig. Again I was blessed as far as my accommodation was

concerned. I had booked a single room in a hostel. This usually means that the

bathrooms and other facilities are shared communally, but I was given one of their

big apartment rooms with own bathroom, TV and kitchenette. Had I booked the

apartment it would have cost me almost double the price.

The content of the course was so wide that I can only touch on some of the

techniques we discussed. It varied from singing bowl therapy to deep tissue

massage to yoga to joint release techniques to energetic healing and more. These

varied approaches made it clear how many other options there are and how amazing

a true holistic approach to health and healing can be. We are so brainwashed by

society into a narrow minded chemical pills approach of ‘modern’ medicine. If only

we would listen a bit more to our own body and what it tries to tell us on a daily

basis. Instead we tell it to shut up and try to hide the signs behind pain pills.

Verena, our teacher, started us off with an interesting game. Instead of the usual: ‘My

name is XYZ, I am fourtysomething years old and bla, bla, bla�’, we had to tell the

group three things about ourselves of which only two where correct, the third being a

lie. The others then had to guess which was fact and which was fantasy. It was

tougher than I imagined and we had fun getting to know each other in this playful

way.

The blessings continued. The group dynamics of the class could not have been

better. We were four ladies, two men and Verena. She is an empathic person. Since

an early age she could feel emotions of other people and even of people who had

already left the room. She instinctively knows and feels her client’s needs. It was

amazing to learn from her. I was also fortunate to receive touch therapy from her.

Two of the ladies where also therapists in their own field and so we all

complemented each other’s knowledge. When we then also realised that we all had

a Christian background, the week became a healing experience on a deeper spiritual

level as well for all of us. Surely it was no coincidence that Verena was sent to do the

course. She had been asked to take over after the colleague who was supposed to

do it got ill.

Because it only gets dark at about 21h30 here at the moment, there was still plenty

of time to stroll around town after class. Leipzig is celebrating it’s 1000th birthday this

year and there where festivities, beer gardens, booths and bands all over the place.

There were lots of fun places to leave your money, but lots of culture as well. It was

special to stand in the church buildings where history was made. Bach lived and

worked in Leipzig. And it was here that the East German regime realised that it can

not win against prayer and peaceful demonstrations.

I spent the first day after the seminar with Anetta, one of my fellow students,

in Dresden. This city is world famous for its art galleries, the Semper opera

house, the Elbe river panorama and, of course, the Frauenkirche. Even the

street artists were in a different league. There was a pianist playing on a

grand piano under the Luther statue. On another corner there was a brass

quartet playing classical music.

So you see, my week was filled with experiences and impressions that surely went

much deeper than any body therapy alone can do. I am touched and grateful and

feel utterly blessed.
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On the road again - Day 28 - 31
21/06/2015

After the long nights in München, I was rather exhausted when I arrived back in Berlin at our friend

Andrea’s place. She made us some Spätzle (home made German pasta) with red wine and I was soon

ready for bed.

The next morning after she left for work I got myself ready for the next section of the walk from Berlin to

Neustadt. The spare parts for the cart had arrived the day after I had left Berlin for Leipzig. I mounted the

new tyres and started to pump them up when BANG, one of the tubes burst! Luckily I still had the old

tubes so the delay was not too long.

But with all the packing and sorting and some e-mails, etc, it was midday before I started to walk. The

route took me out of Berlin on the track where the Berlin wall used to be, so within minutes I was walking

through forests or planted cherry tree alleys or other greenery where people where basking in the sun or

taking their dogs for a walk. It is still amazing how much greenery there is in German cities.

My first night back in my hammock in the woods was rainy. But I was prepared with my plastic sheet and

makeshift tent and the only part of me that got wet was my nose sticking out into the fresh air.

Sounds - too good to be true
16/06/2015

If you ever had the privilege of receiving a Tibetan Singing Bowl massage

you will know what I mean. The sounds and the effect on the body are

unbelievably amazing. After having had an intro lesson in the Leipzig

seminar, I spent the last couple of days in München learning the ins and outs of this wonderful technique.

Singing bowls are placed on the body or spread in the room or held above the client and then struck with

a mallet. The client then feels the vibrations from the resulting sounds through to the last cell in their body.

This is so calming and relaxing and can release the deepest blockages in the system.

But it can also be quite overwhelming. I had to stop my first treatment. The magic was too powerful and

my body started vibrating in resonance with the sound. The art of the massage is to find the right balance

for each client.

Alternatively, one can use the bowls with meditation or relaxation sessions. All in all they are deeply

therapeutic. I just hope that I can manage to squeeze some into my luggage as I will definitely want to

offer this technique back in South Africa. [They did not fit but my Aunt Edeltraud brought me some that
were kindly gifted to me]

I know I am repeating myself, but what can I say - we had class every day from 10h00 to 18h00 and

almost every evening we went straight to a close by café and had ice cream, soft drinks or a glass of beer

or wine till midnight. (Luckily we did not get homework) Surely this is proof

that yet again I was lucky to be in a group that was just as harmonious

as the singing bowls themselves. It was tough to say goodbye on the

last evening.
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Just before it got dark I heard a rustling in the trees about

20m away. I was being visited by two wild boars! They

sure are impressive animals. But very skittish. I made a

little move to get a better look. The sound frightened them

and they where off like bullets.

It stayed rainy for the next few days. On the one hand this

made nature even more beautiful and fresh, on the other

hand it was not always pleasant to walk with a raincoat

and pants. They might keep out the rain but they also

keep in the sweat so I was wet whichever way.

The second night I found a little picnic hut that I turned

into my hotel room. The third night I was longing for a

shower but could not find a room in town as they where

all booked out for some festivities. I made myself at home

behind some bushes only to realise when I was done that

the festivities where a mere 200m away. I was so tired

that I fell asleep even though some band was trying their

best to make good music - they did not succeed. When I

woke up they where done and the DJ that played till

midnight at least was good.

The next day started lazy but I eventually got myself

going as I had to do another 30km stretch. Through

beautiful fields, past cows, sheep, storks and deer,

through rain and past wind turbines, on roads and paths

and stretches that used to be trails I eventually reached

Neustadt. Here I did book myself into a room and enjoyed

a looong shower.

The following morning I took a train to Nürnberg for my

next training seminar. The theme is relaxation techniques.

After these days walking in the rain, I hope I don’t fall

asleep in class with the

first relaxation exercise :-) 
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Relaxing amongst 5 Powerladies
28/06/2015

Monday morning, 9h30, I walk up the stairs and enter the room for

my next seminar. Five pairs of eyes stare at me as if I had just

stolen a piece of chocolate from their plate. I realise that I am late.

I was completely convinced that the seminar would start at 10h00 like all the previous ones, but

apparently not. Oops. Sorry. What can I say.

But by the first break I realised that this would again be a wonderful group and I had a great time with

them learning different relaxation techniques. Of course, we learned about stress and all the reasons we

need relaxation in the first place. The fun part was learning about the solutions. We dealt with creating

relaxation courses, PMR (Progressive Muscle Relaxation), Qi Gong, visual meditation, fantasy journeys,

working with colours and scents, chakras and even Yoga. I think my favourite was the Qi Gong. It is

almost like doing martial arts in slow motion. Wow, eventually a ‘sport’ where you don’t need to break out

in a sweat. Perfect for a coach potato like me. Okay, my walk may be the exception to the rule. I don’t

mind walking but I would never dream of jogging 20km a day.

Another technique I have always liked is Fantasy Journeys. Here you guide your group/clients to a

harmonious, beautiful and safe environment in their own fantasy. They all lie on soft mats, covered with

their own ‘safety’ blanket and with their eyes closed and then you start the journey by slowly and with lots

of pauses saying something like: „Imagine you are walking through a beautiful field.   There are flowers
everywhere,   flowers in all colours of the rainbow.   You can smell the flowers.   You can see the
butterflies flying from one blossom to the next.   See how a butterfly comes and sits on your hand.   Look
at the colours on the wings.   See how they shine in the warm sun light...” And so you guide their minds to

a most peaceful place where there is no room for all the stress of their daily life. But you don’t leave them

there. At the end you always bring them back to reality, but they will have new strength to deal with

whatever comes up.

I also learned from and take my hat off to my fellow class mates, the powerladies. We were a great mix.

There was Gabi, who was so keen on learning new things that she practised every technique we dealt

with on her poor husband the moment she got home. There was Christine, who comes from a business

world background and who could put you in your place in a jiffy. Then there were Marion and Louise, who

are both running their own massage studios and who where looking for new techniques to incorporate.

And, of course, there was Christine, our teacher, who you don’t want to mess with, because she does the

real martial arts. Well, yes, she does martial arts but she was sweet, with a lot of knowledge, experience

and wisdom. Last and least their was me. I will definitely take the back seat here.

On Thursday it was Gabi’s birthday. That morning I also got the message from back home that one of my

friends was admitted to hospital to have her baby. I shared this with my group and all day long we where

waiting together for the baby to arrive on Gabi’s birthday. We even sent a „Good Luck!” selfie-message to

my friend.

But, alas, Renesmé decided to wait for the next day and was born on the 26th. Welcome to this world,
Renesmé! Congrats to the happy parents, Tammy and Corné!

Friday and Saturday night it paid off that we were doing relaxation exercises all week long. My hotel had a

weekend disco in the basement. The doef, doef, doef from the bass speakers was so loud that the door of

my room literally vibrated on its hinges with an audible crrr, so from 23h00 until 5h00 in the morning my

interrupted moments of sleep were bombarded with the doef crrr, doef crrr, doef crrr mixed with the

extreme loud snoring from the person in the room next door. Doef crrr, doef crrr, doef crrr, snooorrre, doef
crrr, doef crrr, snooorrre, doef crrr, doef crrr, doef crrr, snooorrre, doef crrr...

From Nürnberg my plans are to visit friends and family for a week to relax and have a few quiet nights’

sleep. 

Doef crrr, doef crrr, snooorrre, doef crrr, doef crrr for now. Will write again soon
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Day 32 - 36 and the 1000km mark
12/07/2015

I spent the first July week with friends and family.

On the 6th I returned to Neustadt and although

Germany was experiencing a heat wave, I was

glad to be walking again. It took a while to get

back into rhythm and by lunch time I was

exhausted and decided to have a 20 minute

snooze in my hammock. Well, the 20 minutes

turned into a good three hour nap. As I woke up,

I heard wood cracking and as I peeked out of my

hammock, I saw a tree break and just fall over

out of the blue. I went to investigate and it seems

that it was hollowed out by insects and just could

not carry its own weight any more. Just shows

you, never underestimate the little guys!

That evening I double checked that the trees

where I hung my hammock for the night were

solid and not about to fall over.

The next day I reached Havelberg. The town was

full of tourists who came to visit the BUGA, an

annual flower show. I got talking to a small group

who were also taking a break in the cool shadow

of a church. Not sure if I look like a flower, but all

of a sudden I was also a tourist attraction, when

they heard about my adventure. One lady even

wanted a photo with me.

My new found status as attraction could not stop

me from pushing on. What stopped me in the

next town was a massive thirst for an ice cold

beer. The heat wave was not over yet so I

ordered a big glass of water and a big glass of

beer. Within a couple of seconds both glasses

where almost empty and I had to stop myself so

at least I could enjoy the taste for a little time

longer. I was still enjoying the shade of the beer

garden when another tourist bus arrived. They

had noticed me in town and whoops, I was an

attraction again. Some of them had visited South

Africa before and so I chatted with them for

another hour or so.

Unfortunately all this socialising made me a bit

late for the day. I still had to go on for a while and

it was getting late. As I walked on the dike next to

the Elbe river, I also realised that the heat wave

was about to break with a massive thunderstorm

and there was no shelter in site. I was still rushing

to a thick bush to find protection but alas, it was

too late. All I could do was stand in the rain and

look at some sheep looking at me. So we just
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stared at each other feeling sorry for ourselves.

When the worst was over I said farewell to my new

wet friends and went on.

Soaking wet I reached a tiny village and found a bus

stop shelter where I made myself at home. At least

there I could change into dry clothing and was also

sure to stay dry for the night.

The next morning I was almost tempted to take the

school bus that came by but no, I was not going to

cheat. However, the day was tough. I was tired.

Although I could sleep during the night, a cement

floor is not the most comfortable place to sleep. The

weather also changed. After the hot days it was now

windy and cool with some showers as well. Not as

bad as the previous day but still uncomfortable.

That evening I was pleased to reach Schnackenburg

where good friends awaited me.

I stayed with Friedel and Mo for two nights, enjoying

the luxury of a bed and shower during these windy

and cold days. My feet and blisters where also

thankful for the break.

The next day after a lazy breakfast and another good

chat Mo accompanied me for the first 2km of my

walk and then it was just me and the road again. As I

entered the next town disaster struck yet again. This

time it was the front axle of my cart that gave up.

Luckily I was close to a garage and workshop and

my good old companion did not have to limp too far.

With a welded axle my cart and I continued. I soon

realised how lucky I was that it had happened where

help was close by.

This was almost the last bit of civilisation I was to

see for the rest of the day as my path took me into

deep and beautiful natural untouched forest.

As I got to the end of the forest I found a little horse

stable and meadow where I spent the night.

On day 36 I cracked the 1000km mark!! When I got

to the next town I celebrated with a biiig ice cream. It

looked so yummy that I immediately started eating

and therefore forgot to take a picture for the blog

[and book]. Sorry!

My hotel for the night was a shooting range that has

not been used for a while. I first wanted to go on a bit

further but was glad that I did stop there because I

found a little bird dangling by its little claw that got

stuck in some old chairs. I could free it and it flew

away, much to the delight of its chirping mother

that came fluttering by. Hope it will be okay. At

least I could end the day with a good deed :-) 
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Day 37 - 40 The next big goal
16/07/2015

On day 40 of my walking tour, around the 1150km mark, I reached my next big

destination: Hamburg! In Berlin, my first goal, the exact moment was pretty clear. It was

when I walked through the Brandenburg Gate, the most well known attraction. My next

big goal was also clear. There is only one way to count from 999km to 1000km. But

Hamburg?

Where did I have to go to reach it? If you ask 10 people

you will get 10 different answers. Was it at the City Hall?

Or the Alster with its Swans?

Was it the Michel (Church of St. Michael), or the harbour

or the new Philharmony?

Or was it the Reeperbahn red light district?

Hamburg has so many fascinating faces!

In German we have a saying: „Der Weg ist das Ziel.” It roughly translates to: „the
journey is your goal.” In life, it is not about the goal you set but how you reach it

and the journey you take. It was not so important how I define the Hamburg goal. I

will probably not remember the moment anyway. What I will remember is how I

walked on day 37 to day 40 on the Elbe dikes through the rain, through unspoiled

fauna and flora next to the shoreline, how I

walked under huge forest trees and past

beautiful old farm houses, how I spent the

night in a hut ruin that was so overgrown

that I hardly found it, how there where

hundreds of tiny little frogs on the forest

path, how a horse was frightened by my cart

and a dog by my hat, how my GPS got me

lost, how I had to pay R175 for two beers

and all those little things that make a journey

so memorable.

How often is the journey not so much more important to us than the destination or goal.

Why do we buy sports cars? The destination is not interested in our way of transport. But it

does matter to us! It is so much more fun to travel with a sports car than to travel with an

old sedan. Well, the way I have been travelling it is more like getting from A to B in an old

donkey cart which has a charm of its own but you get my point. If you need to go from A to

B it does not really matter to B how you get there. On the other hand, the journey is very

dependent on the destination. Without a formalised goal our journeys in life will be aimless

and random. Goals give us direction and every goal is the starting point for a new journey.

And so a goal is but a fleeting moment in history but such a strong glue between our

journeys.

Sometimes the goal of a journey is to identify itself. The other day a wise friend of mine

shared this quote by Mark Twain with me: „The two most important days in your life are the
day you are born and the day you find out why!”
For me this whole pilgrimage is a journey to discover

the ‘why’. That is the big goal at least.

Day 41 will see me take the next steps in reaching my

travelling goal (or glue point) which is Osnabrück.

And so the journey continues�.
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Day 41 - 43 For the apparel oft proclaims the man
26/07/2015

Or shall I use a quote from Mark Twain instead: „Clothes make the man. Naked people
have little or no influence on society.” Be it Polonius who says in Shakespeare’s Hamlet:

„Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy, but not express’d in fancy; rich, not gaudy; for the
apparel oft proclaims the man” or Mark Twain, we all know how true these statements are

and how we humans identify and judge ourselves by our clothing.

For completely different reasons, clothing played a role in this part of

my trip. But let me start at the beginning.

I resumed my walking from the Reeperbahn in Hamburg (where less

clothing is more!) on the 16th of July - day 41. The day took me to

Buxtehude where I stayed over at new friends I met at one of the

seminars. After the last week where my rain clothing played a big part,

it was so nice to sit in the garden to enjoy the dry and warm summer’s

day. At midnight Anita and Andreas shared a toast with me on my

birthday with the last bit of wine that was left in the bottle.

After a lazy breakfast it was time for me to move on and I made my way further south. In the

late afternoon I reached Sauensiek from where I sent my toast post. (see above)

While sitting in that little beer garden a marching band came by as part of the local

Schützenfest (marksmen’s festival) which is a traditional festival featuring a target shooting

competition. The winner of the competition becomes the Schützenkönig (king of marksmen)

until the next year’s competition. They looked very stylish in their traditional uniforms with all

the little achievement badges. The beer garden was also the finishing point for the march

and soon the ties where loosened and the jackets opened, and the stylish uniformed band

became a group of people who happened to be wearing similar clothing.

I reached the 47 year mark!
17/07/2015

To all my family, old friends back home and new found friends in

Europe, I might be drinking this beer on my own but in my heart

and mind you are all sitting at the table celebrating my little

birthday party with me. Thank you for all your support and

thoughts and prayers. Without your help this trip would have

been very lonely. Cheers!! This toast is for all of you!



I moved on and found myself a nice

picnic hut for the night where I was dry

from the late night showers.

On day 43 I walked through Sittensen.

Here it was my ‘uniform’ that stuck out

from the norm. I was approached by a

man who noticed me walking with my

hat with the collected feathers and

pins, my tracking pants and shoes and

pulling behind me a cart full of

paraphernalia. He introduced himself

as a local journalist and explained that

when he saw me, he thought to

himself that there must be a story

behind this strange fellow walking

through his town. We sat down at a

local café and he was fascinated with

what I could share, made notes on his

journalist’s pad and took some photos.

After my ‘interview’ I pulled my cart

further to Scheeßel where I was glad

to be welcomed by old friends. After

some coffee and snacks and a

welcome shower after the hot day,

Joachim, Hildegard and I went to a big

Trachtenfest, a cultural festival with

traditional folk dances performed by

local and international groups. It was

great to sit with them in the first row,

VIP seats, and to be entertained by

groups from six different countries.

And again it was the clothing,

ranging from conservative dark

greens and black of the folklore

dancers to the pastel sun-

bleached Mediterranean village

dresses to the colourful

Caribbean carnival costumes,

that was an identifying factor for

each group, country and dance.

The evening ended with the sky

dressing itself in the colourful lights of

a firework show.

The next morning I took the train to the

part of Germany where the traditional

Dirndl and Lederhosen are still part of

everyday attire. In Munich, in Bavaria,

my next seminar was waiting. There I

went to learn about the fascinating

field of the subconscious and how to

‘undress’ it layer by layer with

hypnotherapy.
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Look into my eyes. You are getting sleepier and sleepier…
05/08/2015

What comes to mind when you hear the word hypnosis? Do you think of Kaa, the snake in the Jungle

Book who tries to mesmerize Mowgli with her twirling eyes? Or do you think of a stage show where the

hypnotist makes people cluck like chicken? Are you scared of hypnosis or do you think it is only bogus

play acting? I encourage you to forget all the preconceived cliché ideas. Stage hypnosis is but a small

section of hypnosis and nobody can be manipulated beyond his own willingness to participate in the act. If

they cluck like chicken it is because they don’t mind clucking like chicken.

Hypnotherapy is the most interesting, gentle, powerful and healing form of therapy I have ever come

across. And this course in hypnotherapy was the biggest cherry on top of all the wonderful things I have

learned and experienced on my pilgrimage.

Let me just tell you about one technique that can be a stepping stone to a completely new perspective on

life. It is called Re-framing. Two examples: It can be a heavy burden on a child’s shoulders if his/her

mother almost died while giving birth to him/her. But if this child is told that the mother fought death and

won against the odds to give the gift of life, that she was stronger than death itself, then the child can feel

proud and can face the world with his/her head held high.

The other example is an anecdote from the life of Milton Erickson, the founder of modern hypnotherapy.

He was called to the psychiatric ward by colleagues who where at their wits end with a man who claimed

to be Jesus Christ. They tried to get him to think about something else at least once a day but to no avail.

Erickson came into the room and introduced himself to the man and said: „Oh wow, I am so pleased to
meet you, Jesus. You are a carpenter too, right? Don’t you want to help us? We are desperately in need
of strong hands in our workshops.” Without trying to convince the man that he was not Jesus, Erickson

cleverly re-framed the patients reality with a simple statement.

You can practice this technique yourself. You don’t even have to go into a deep trance for it to be effective.

The next time something pulls your mood down - which in itself is a ‘natural’ problem-trance state - , just

try to twist your angle of view, find one positive aspect, re-frame the picture in your mind and you will have

a much better perspective on the situation and it becomes a solution state.
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Your conscious thinking mind occupies only about ten percent of your brain activity. Your subconscious is

the real intelligent part and has wisdom and true insight into what you and your body need. Hypnotherapy

is the wonderful art of getting the thinking mind to stop its babbling and noise and to give space for the

subconscious to communicate with the mind.

We don’t realise how often we actually are in a natural trance state each day, be it while daydreaming, or

the other extreme, while driving. How often have you not wondered how you reached your destination?

You know you must have turned left at the corner but have no collection whatsoever of actually doing it.

That is just a simple example of how powerful the subconscious is. If it was only up to the conscious mind,

you would have crashed the car.

So there is definitely no reason to be afraid of trance states. In fact, without them we would not survive.

Hypnotherapy is just a way of getting more in contact with this wonderful inner intelligence

that is within ourselves.

We were a small group, which made the course even more intense and personal. It became

a safe space where we not only learned the techniques but by practising on each other and

having the time for detailed demonstrations by the teacher, we all gained tremendously on a

personal level, and the week became a compact turbo charged therapy for all of us as well.

With the help of the group and especially Kathrin, our

brilliant teacher, I managed to free myself from a childhood

trauma that has haunted me for more than 40 years. (I trust

that you will understand that I will not go into detail about

the trauma here. This is not the correct platform for that.)

This new found freedom filled me with tremendous energy

and put everything I experienced into place to make

perfect sense.

I am so intensely grateful for the time I spent in Munich, as

even after hours I was blessed to experience a new

adventure of being mesmerized by and getting to know

another beautiful human being. (She must have learned

from Kaa) Oooh no! No details here either. In German we

have a saying, „Ein Gentleman genießt und schweigt”
(A gentleman enjoys in silence and does not boast.)

At the end of my stay in Munich, I came to realise that the

time for farewells had started. It was farewell to the lovely

city which I adore, it was farewell to the new friends I have

made during the course, who have definitely changed my

life, and it was farewell to a very special person until I see

her again. My trip is nearing its end and therefore it was

also farewell to the seminars, this was my last one. It will

soon be farewell to my walking route and to Germany and

my adventure.

With this melancholy mood I got on to a train that took me

from Munich to Cologne. On my arrival there it was only

a short walk to the well-known Cologne Cathedral. In this

sacred space I sat for over an hour, letting the experiences

of the last ten days sink in to my soul and offering them to

God above.  
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Just as fitting as on the first day of my walk, the reading in our church watchword

booklet for the day I arrived at my destination was from 1. Samuel 9 vers 27:

„But you remain standing now, that I may proclaim the word of God to you.“
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The end is near/here! 

But so is the beginning…
10/08/2015

With my last post I left you in the Cologne cathedral. I

found new strength there in an image of the three wise

men on their way to the manger. They were travellers with

gifts, close to their destination. I was close to my

destination, the gifts in my pocket were the new things I

had learned and gathered on the way, and it was now

time to end the journey and share the gifts and start

helping people with my new found abilities. The end was

near, but so was the new beginning!

My reason for stopping over in

Cologne was actually to meet up

with Verena who I had met on the

Leipzig course, another person I

consider to be a good friend and who

played a tremendous role in my

adventure. We had a mutually

healing conversation in her massage treatment rooms

(which she is about to move out of to also start afresh in a

different location) before I was welcomed into her home

like an old acquaintance by her, her family and two cute

little dogs.

In her little Smart she took me to the station the next

morning from where I travelled back to Scheeßel. Here I

had another interview with a lady from the local press.

This time I knew it was coming :-) This is the link:

http://www.mein-scheessel.de/index.php?artikelid=982

My walking day 44 started with soft rain and a chilly

breeze. The road was good and I made progress until all

of a sudden the path just disappeared again in thick forest

undergrowth. For the first time I felt the forest close up on

me. I was cold, my clothes were wet and my heart was in

Munich. I did not want to be here. Not even the little lake

nor a beautiful bird of prey could cheer me up.

But I knew that even this road less travelled will pass and

so I fought on and eventually rejoined a proper bicycle

path. To make up time and also to pump some fresh air,

energy and good mood into my system, I picked up the

pace. The patched wheels of my cart (yes, punctures

were again part of the journey) were spinning away as I

marched for about 20km without a proper pause. This did

me a lot of good and I came to the conclusion that my

walk may be almost over, but my journey here in

Germany was not yet ready to end. I decided that I would

postpone my return flight. I knew there were people

counting on me to return on the 13th but I had to make

the tough decision to be selfish and to do what feels right

for me.
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Day 45 and 46 took me through beautiful country style farm land with little

villages, grain fields, cow meadows and past apple trees. My route took me

through Heiligenfelde, a small little town where my uncle had been the

minister at the local church during the last years of the war and thereafter.

Here my father spent his youth after their house in Osnabrück had been

destroyed by a war bomb. Here he had a little cart that he pulled around

with the help of a goat - and now I was the goat pulling my own cart on the

same roads. I spent the afternoon walking around the village, imagining

what it must have been like and asking myself how many buildings were old

enough to know my father from way back then. I found the grave of my

uncle in the local cemetery and could also visit the church where he had

preached. There was even a picture of him still on the wall.

For the evening I was invited to stay with friends of my aunt who have a

quaint little farm house just outside the town. They have restored the old

house and barn into a modern dwelling without loosing the flair and charm

of a country farm house. It was even fun to sit on a blanket in the shade of a

tree and fix the punctures of my tyres. Thank you Till, Hermann and Ulrike

for a pleasant stay and all your generosity, for the time I had to find my

family footsteps and, of course, the pizza, beer and ice cream.

During day 47 and 48 my journey was accompanied by the noise of farm

implements, tractors and harvesters. Every farmer was busy using the last

warm and dry days to harvest as much grain as they could. The weather

forecast was not good for the following days so everything needed to be

done before the rain was coming. Even as I was lying in my hammock in a

little forest next to maize fields, I could hear the harvesters going on and on

in the distant wheat fields. I chose that spot because it was relatively quiet

as maize is still green and not ready for harvest yet.

About two kilometres before I reached my cousin’s house in Diepholz the

next day, the rain came, luckily not too heavy yet, so I reached their home

without being sopping wet. Later that evening the rain came down much

harder.

After a day’s rest, I got an early start on day 49 as I knew that there was a

long stretch ahead of me. On this hot summer’s day, I walked along a full

river (I even had to make a detour as the one crossing was flooded). Later

came a sculpture path with interesting works of art displayed along the

route.

On the shore of the Dümmer lake with its sail boats and seagulls I paused

for a while and then after another strenuous seven kilometres I eventually

reached my aunt Edeltraud in Lemförde who was already waiting with

lunch. Although it was tempting to stay out of the humid heat for a bit longer,

the break also had to end and off I went again.
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In a state of self-hypnosis I marched on, kilometre for

kilometre until I reached the house where a family friend

used to stay. After her passing some weeks ago, it was not

yet completely empty and I was welcomed to stay there for

the night. Having walked 45km this turned out to be my

second longest walk day of my trip. Where it took me a

whole day, my cousin Karl-Heinrich and his wife Christiane

reached the house in less than an hour in their car. I could

live well with that as they brought pizza and drinks.

During the night there were heavy rains and I was grateful

that I did not stick to my original plan of only doing 30km and

spending the night in my hammock. The next day started off

wet and the rain was my companion for a while. I came to

the peak of the last forest hill at about 12h30. From there it

was downhill to the end and the weather cleared too. Slowly

the country side changed to city life and soon I was in the

hustle and bustle of the pedestrian streets of Osnabrück, the

city where my father was born as the youngest of twelve

children. I walked past the local VFL football stadium, the city

hall, the cathedral and other attractions and made my way

up the Johannes Street and into Iburger Street.
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As I passed under the railroad bridge at the Rosenplatz,

I saw it about 400 metres in front of me, the Lutherkirche,

the church that would mark the end of my journey.

At 17h00, on day 50 of my walk, after 1435 kilometres

I finally reached my destination. I had walked all the

way from the Hofbräuhaus in Munich to the

Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, to the Reeperbahn in

Hamburg and to the Lutherkirche in Osnabrück.

At the church I was welcomed by my aunts Edeltraud and

Elli (who still stays up the road) as well as my cousins Karl-

Heinrich and Wolfgang. I also met a lady from the Neue
Osnabrücker Zeitung, the city newspaper, who wanted

some pictures of my arrival after this long pilgrimage.

(http://www.noz.de/lokales/osnabrueck/artikel/605493)

When she left we enjoyed a quiet and cool moment inside

this beautiful old church that played and still plays such a

prominent role in my family’s history. For me it was a

perfect ending to an exhausting day when the five of us

managed to sing the following hymn together:

Bis hierher hat mich Gott gebracht
Durch seine große Güte;
Bis hierher hat er Tag und Nacht
Bewahrt Herz und Gemüte;
Bis hierher hat er mich geleit’t,
Bis hierher hat er mich erfreut,
Bis hierher mir geholfen.

Hab Lob und Ehre, Preis und Dank
Für die bisher’ge Treue,
Die du, o Gott, mir lebenslang
Bewiesen täglich neue.
In mein Gedächtnis schreib’ ich an:
Der Herr hat große Ding’ getan
An mir und mir geholfen.

The translation in English is:

The Lord has helped me hitherto
By His surpassing favor;
His mercies every morn were new,
His kindness did not waver.
God hitherto has been my Guide,
Has pleasures hitherto supplied,
And hitherto has helped me.

I praise and thank Thee, Lord, my God,
For Thine abundant blessing
Which heretofore Thou hast bestowed
And I am still possessing.
Inscribe this on my memory:
The Lord has done great things for me
And graciously has helped me.
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And so my pilgrimage ends.

And so each journey ends when

you reach the goal.

And, each goal reached is also

the first step of the next journey!

Where this new life journey will

take me I don’t know yet.

But whatever life now throws at me,

I can stand tall, look the issue 

in the eye and say:

„I managed to walk 1435 kilometres,
what do you little problem 

want from me?“
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Taking every life’s journey 
one step at a time...




